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Material

Chapter 10: Section 10.1 introduces the problem

Statistical justifications for studying cell bounds: Disclosure limitation
Here are three sources of the very similar story that is easy to read:

Dobra&Fienberg 2000, PNAS
Dobra&Fienberg 2001, Statistical Journal of the United Nations

Prof. A. Dobra has an algorithm implemented in C++ for computing
the cell bounds. This is based on his 2002 PhD thesis.

Section 10.5 has formulas for bounds on table entries
Specifically, theorem 10.5.6 gives tight cell bounds
This material is advanced reading. It relies on sections 10.2-10.4, with
background in algebra, Gröbner bases, integer programming relaxation,
and some polyhedral geometry.
This part of the chapter is left as supplementary reading.
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http://www2.stat.duke.edu/~adobra/pnas.pdf
https://sites.stat.washington.edu/adobra/Files/Papers/sju00499.pdf
http://www2.stat.duke.edu/~adobra/bounds.htm


What is disclosure limitation?

Figure 1:
https://www.heinz.cmu.edu/~acquisti/papers/AcquistiGross-PNAS-2009.pdf 3 / 19

https://www.heinz.cmu.edu/~acquisti/papers/AcquistiGross-PNAS-2009.pdf


“Those freaked out by facial recognition technology have fresh fodder: a
study from Carnegie Mellon University in which researchers were able to
predict people’s social security numbers after taking a photo of them with a
cheap webcam.” Forbes, 2001, ’How Facial Recognition Technology Can Be
Used To Get Your Social Security Number’.

“In the second experiment, they used a $35 webcam to take photos of CMU
students. They then asked the 93 participants to take a quick online survey.
While they did that, the facial recognition software went to work figuring
out who they were. Acquisti told me that 42% of those participants were
linked to their Facebook profiles.

“For those participants who had date of birth and city publicly available on
their account, the researchers could predict a social security number (based
on the work from their 2009 study). The researchers sent a follow-up survey
to their student participants asking them whether the first five digits of the
social security number their algorithm predicted was correct.”
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The usual issue: Data privacy and confidentiality
Trade-off with Statistical utility.

Disclosure limitation
How much of the data can one release to the public while preseving privacy
& at the same time allowing for statistical utility?

Example: consider the context of a contingency table.

If you have a model in mind, say a model of independence, then
releasing sufficient statistics (marginals) is, well, sufficient for statistical
analyses:

probabilities are determined;
you can compute p-values.

Therefore, you are hiding the
data completely, not releasing
any sensitive information, and
satisfying the statistical utility.

M F T/Nb totals

≤ 135K ? ? ? 13
> 135K ? ? ? 13
totals 10 10 6 26 5 / 19



. . . are you hiding the data completely?

From our book:
“For example, in Table 10.1.1” – it is a 5-dimensional table, but very sparse
– ” the release of all 3-way marginals of the table does not mask the table
details at all: in fact, it is possible to recover all table entries given all
3-way margins in this case! If we restrict to just 2-way marginals, then by
computing linear programming upper and lower bounds, we are uniquely
able to recover one of the table entries, namely the position marked by 1.
This example shows that even releasing quite low-dimensional marginals on
a 5-way table that is sparse can still reveal table entries that are sensitive.”
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We will now consider a series of examples from Fréchet and Bonferroni
Bounds for Multi-way Tables of Counts With Applications to Disclosure
Limitation by Stephen E. Fienberg. * Similar example is in the book, 10.1 *
“Computing bounds on cell entries in 2-way tables is especially easy. In
general, it is difficult to find general formulas for the bounds on cell entries
given marginal totals.” * Summary of the story and its impact is in the two
references listed on the first slide. * These tables may not be sparse but
they showcase how combining different marginal information can help
narrow down specific cell bounds. * They also show how this is not a
straightforward problem to solve.
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Data from the 1990 U.S. decennial census public use sample for a local
area,in the form of a 3 × 2 × 2 table of counts
“noteworthy features”:

it includes three counts of “1”, or sample uniques.
there are counts of “1” in two of the three two-way marginal totals.
Thus, if we think in terms of constraining the interior cells of the table
given the margins, we can expect to get tight bounds for some of the
cell entries.
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In 2 × 2 × 2 tables: consider layers 1 and 2 separately, then we have a pair
of 2 × 2 tables.

Simple bounds: min{ui+, u+j} ≥ uij ≥ max{ui+ + u+j − n, 0}
These bounds in effect fix the entries in two of the three 2-way margins
of the full 2 × 2 × 2 table:
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Next we consider fixing all three 2-way margins.

This problem has a simple generic form.

In effect, we are given 7 values:
the sums for each of the (1,1) cells of the three 2-way margins,
the sums for the 1st entry in each of the three 1-way margins and the
grand total.

All of the other marginal values can be computed from these.

Thus we need only one more quantity to determine the entries of the
full table!
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Let x be the true but unknown value of the count in the (1,1,1) cell.

We have:

u111 = x

u121 = u1+1 − x

u112 = u11+ − x

u211 = u+11 − x

u122 = u1++ − u1+1 − u11+ + x

u212 = u+1+ − u11+ − u+11 + x

u221 = u1++ − u+11 − u1+1 + x

u222 = n − u1++ − u+1+ − u++1 + u11+ + u1+1 + u+11 − x .
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Now if we add the non-negativity constraint for cell counts in a contingency
table:

uijk ≥ 0

get 4 upper bounds and 4 lower bounds.
Three of the 4 upper bounds components involve the 2-way marginal
totals corresponding to the (1,1,1) cell
the 4th one is:

n − u1++ − u+1+ − u + + + 1 + u11+ + u1+1 + u+11 = u111 + u222.

Result? Cell bounds on x :

min{u11+, u1+1, u+11, u111 + u222} ≥ x

x ≥ max{u1++ −u1+1 −u11+, u+1+ −u11+ −u+11, u1++ −u+11 −u1+1, 0}.
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min{u11+, u1+1, u+11, u111 + u222} ≥ x

x ≥ max{u1++ −u1+1 −u11+, u+1+ −u11+ −u+11, u1++ −u+11 −u1+1, 0}.

The result:
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Fienberg says:
“Despite the existence of explicit upper and lower bounds in the case of the
2 × 2 × 2 contingency table with fixed 2-way margins various authors have
suggested the need to resort to linear programming and other indirect
methods to find the tightest possible bounds”

Generalization to k-way tables! :)
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m-dimensional marginal bounds for k-way tables
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Applications & implications

Many proposals for disclosure limitation deal with queries that arrive
sequentially

Suppose that an agency has responded to a sequence of queries, by
releasing g different but possibly overlapping sets of marginal totals,
involving k variables having determined that the risk of disclosure is
acceptable.
Now the agency receives a new query, for the (g + 1)st set of marginal
totals involving a different subset of the k variables (and possibly some
additional ones).
To determine whether the new request is safe the agency need only
compute the upper and lower bounds associated with holding the
(g + 1) different margins fixed.

The bounds for each cell entry in a contingency table represent values
associated with extremal tables that lie on the boundaries of a convex
polytope and we typically get an upper bound occurring simultaneously
with lower bounds for other cells, etc.
Shuttle algorithm; see Dobra’s implementation.
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The usual. . . license

This document is created for Math/Stat 561, Spring 2023.

All materials posted on this page are licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
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